The diffractive optical element (DOE) can modulate the light to image in a fixed distance. However, when the wavelength of the light is single and fixed, the imaging is single. In this paper, we proposed a novel architecture to solve this problem. The birefringent material is used as the substrate of the DOE, and the polarization modulation is added in the design of the DOE. The two orthogonally linear polarized lights with the same wavelength modulated by the DOE image differently at the same distance. The imaging of incident light with different polarization is simulated, and the diffraction efficiency and the uniformity are also calculated to demonstrate the validity of this mew method.
Introduction
Diffractive optical elements (DOEs) are key optical components composing of the miniaturized relief structures, enabling the phase modulation of incident lights, which contributes to holographic imaging, focusing and separation of the incident lights. Compared to conventional optical elements, DOE are featured with high miniaturization and integration, yielding high performance in optical systems [1] - [3] .
In the traditional design of DOE, the relief structures were designed and fabricated in anisotropic crystal substrate, where different images of the single wavelength at different distances or multiple wavelengths at the same distance were obtained [4] - [7] . However, when the incident light was composed of single and predefined wavelengths, DOE can only produce one phase modulation, which was too simple to meet complex requirements.
To address this issue, the concept of polarization modulation was included in DOE, enabling multiple phase modulations of the incident light at the single wavelength. In 1995, Xu et al. proposed a relief structure that was composed of surface-etched birefringent substrates joined face to face where different phase modulations and images of the single wavelength light with two orthogonally linear polarizations were achieved, which, however, suffered from the issue of low diffractive efficiency [8] . In 1997, Nieuborg et al. proposed a relief structure using gap materials with matching index to increase the diffractive efficiency. However, this structure requested multiple layers, and thus the alignment issue compromised its functionalities [9] . In 2002, Yu et al. proposed phase-only polarization multiplexed DOE by including one-dimensional and two-dimensional subwavelength periodic structures, producing limited phase levels [10] , [11] . In 2004, Mirotznik et al. proposed cell-encoding concepts to fabricate two-dimensional polarization-selective DOE, obtaining nearly an arbitrary number of phase levels, and thus significantly improving diffraction efficiencies [12] . However, because each unit of the structure composed of the periodic striped, it is difficult to ensure the accuracy of etching depth, which limited further improvement in the diffractive efficiency. With the development of the metamaterials, in 2016, Wen et al. fabricated meta-surfaces to modulate both left-hand and right-hand circularly polarized lights, obtaining different images in case of single wavelength at the same distance [13] . But the size of the pixel was in the order of one hundred nanometers, and thus electron beam direct writing was requested to fabricate the requested meta-surfaces, leading to high fabrication cost and low production efficiency. This paper presents a new method using the birefringent material as the substrate to design the polarization DOE (PDOE). In the design process, the structure is designed to realize different phase modulations and different imaging of the incident light with the different polarizations. The two different phase modulations are superposed point by point in design area after calculating. Both of the design method and the parameters selection criterion are given out. On this basis, the structure is designed according to the ideal image of the Taiji diagram. The two orthogonally linear polarized lights modulated by the DOE image differently at the same distance. The polarization modulation of the incident light is achieved. The imaging of the PDOE has high diffraction efficiency and good uniformity, and the fabrication procedure is consistent with the common DOE.
Principle
The PDOE can be designed based on the following method. More specifically, ideal images supposed to be generated by the PDOE are shown in Fig. 1 , where the fast axis is parallel to the x-axis. If the polarization direction of the incident light to the x-axis is 45, the image will be a uniform circular area. If the polarization direction of the incident light to the x-axis is 0 (ordinary-polarized) or 90 (extraordinary-polarized), the image will be obtained the left or the right of the Taiji diagram respectively. The different images in the same distance of the lights with the same polarization will be received.
In order to realize different phase modulations of the incident light with different polarizations, the birefringent will be introduced in the design process, and the polarization properties will be considered in the DOE design (see Fig. 2 ). The left two images represent that the structures have two different phase modulations of the incident light. In order to obtain two different phase modulations, two DOEs will be designed correspondingly to the ordinary-and extraordinary-polarized lights, respectively. In order to superpose two different phase modulations for the ordinary-and extraordinary-polarized lights in a single structure, the design area will be quantified into multiple pixels to enable phase modulations point by point, and the depth of each pixel will be obtained after calculating. The pixel depth of PDOE will be optimized pixel-by-pixel according to the square sum of the phase difference value, and the relief depth distribution of the PDOE will be realized.
In designing diffractive elements, the relationship of the relief distribution h and phase distribution ϕ was shown as follows,
where n is the refractive index of the material for the light with the wavelength of λ. The birefringent material has different refractive index of n e and n o for ordinary-and extraordinary-polarized light respectively. The same relief depth of the birefringent phase plate demonstrated different phase modulations for two orthogonally linear polarizations. The distribution of the relief depth of PDOE was h. When the ordinary-and extraordinary-polarized light pass PDOE, two lights had phase distribution of o and e , respectively. When the relief depth of mλ/(n-1) was added to DOE, the phase change of the light with the wavelength of λ was multiplied by 2π, where the imaging was not affected. When the relief depth of λ/(n-1) was added to DOE, there was a zero-order that was not supposed to. Since within a certain range allowed facial differences, the influence of zero-order can be ignored. Set the ideal output light field of the ordinary-and extraordinary-polarized light are U o and U e respectively. The Gerchberg-Saxton (GS) algorithm was used to design DOE for two polarization states, and the relief depth distributions of the DOE were represented by h o , and h e , respectively. Taking h o as the initial height, the height of each pixel in PDOE was shown in Eq. (2) as follows.
where, m is the integers in the range of [0, M], M is a fixed positive integer, which determines the depth of PDOE. The value of M needs to be determined according to the real quantitative and processing requirements. is the integer in the range of [−δ%, δ%] used for regulating facial patterns, h is the relief depth distribution of PDOE, (x, y) is the coordinate of DOE. When the value of δ was properly chosen, the image generated by PDOE of the ordinary-polarization light was almost not affected, and the intensity of zero-order met the imaging needs.
In the design process, according to the required optical results, the proper use of the point-bypoint calculations to obtain the right depth value for each pixel was a key problem. Since the values of m and were not determined for each pixel in the Eq. (2), they need to be quantified using the h e , as shown in Eq. (3),
where the RM S o and RM S e represent equivalent phase differences between PDOE and the single DOE for the ordinary-and extraordinary-polarized light, respectively. Mod a (b) represents a seeking complementary function of a for b. When the root square sums (RSS) of the RM S o and RM S e were minimized, the values of m and were obtained. RSS was calculated by Eq. (4).
m and were then substituted into Eq. (2), leading to the quantification of each pixel height of PDOE. In order to evaluate the results more accurately, two evaluation functions were introduced, which were diffraction efficiency of Eff and root mean square error of MSE as follows:
where I t is the intensity of the signal area imaged by the incident light passing through PDOE, I all is the total intensity of incident light from the PDOE, E t is the light distribution generated by PDOE, E m is the target light distribution, and n is the number of the pixels. The simulation results were analyzed quantitatively by using these two evaluation functions.
Parameters Determination
There were two uncertain parameters (M and δ) in the PDOE design process, which determined the image qualities directly and were quantified by the evaluation functions. Firstly, the value of M was quantified. In the simulation, the range of was within [−20%, 20%], and the range of m was within [0, M]. In the simulation of ten times, the values of the M were 1, 2, 3, . . . , 10, respectively. The diffraction efficiency Eff and root mean square error MSE were used to evaluate the image quality of the PDOE which are unquantized and quantized. The simulated results are shown in Fig. 3 . Fig. 3(a) shows the relationship between the diffraction efficiency of the ordinary-and extraordinary-polarized lights and M. The yellow line shows the result of the incident light with ordinary-polarization and PDOE without quantification. The blue line shows the result of the incident light with extraordinary-polarization and PDOE without quantification. The red line shows the result of the incident light with ordinary-polarization and PDOE with 16-level quantification. The green line shows the result of the incident light with extraordinarypolarization and PDOE with 16-level quantification. Fig. 3(b) shows that the relationship between the root mean square error of the ordinary-and extraordinary-polarized light and M. The yellow line shows the result of the incident light with ordinary-polarization and PDOE without quantification. The blue line shows the result of the incident light with extraordinary-polarization and PDOE without quantification. The red line shows the result of the incident light with ordinary-polarization and PDOE with 16-level quantification. The green line shows the result of the incident light with extraordinary-polarization and PDOE with 16-level quantification. It was observed that when PDOE was not quantified, the increase of m lead to 1) an increase in the range of M, an increase in the diffraction efficiency, a decrease in the root mean square error, and an increase in the image quality. When PDOE was quantified to be 16 levels, in case of M = 2, the average value of the diffraction efficiency was maximized and the root mean square error was minimized. When M was not high enough, the degree of iteration freedom was limited, leading to the compromise of the image qualities. With the increase of M, the maximum height of PDOE was increased, making the structure of the quantized PDOE more different. In the aforementioned two cases, in case of M = 2, the image quality was the best.
Aforementioned analysis indicated that the image quality was the best in case of M = 2. Under the same simulation conditions, the value of M is 2, and the range [−δ%, δ%] of is different. The value of δ were 0, 5, 10, . . . , 50 respectively to find out the relationship between the image quality and the value of δ. The simulation results are shown in Fig. 3 Fig . 3(c) shows that the relationship between the diffraction efficiency of the ordinary-and extraordinary-polarized lights and δ. The yellow line shows the result of the incident light with ordinary-polarization and PDOE without quantification. The blue line shows the result of the incident light with extraordinary-polarization and PDOE without quantification. The red line shows the result of the incident light with ordinary-polarization and PDOE with 16-level quantification. The green line shows the result of the incident light with extraordinary-polarization and PDOE with 16-level quantification. Fig. 3(d) shows that relationship between the root mean square error of the ordinary-and extraordinary-polarized light and δ. The yellow line shows the result of the incident light with ordinary-polarization and PDOE without quantification. The blue line shows the result of the incident light with extraordinary-polarization and PDOE without quantification. The red line shows the result of the incident light with ordinary-polarization and PDOE with 16-level quantification. The green line shows the result of the incident light with extraordinary-polarization and PDOE with 16-level quantification. In case of δ<10, the image quality of the ordinary-polarized light was significantly better than extraordinary-polarized light, indicating that the optimization of the freedom degree was not high and the structure did not function in the optimized case. In case of δࣙ10, the degree of iteration freedom increased with the increase of δ. When δ was increased to a certain degree, the degree of iteration freedom demonstrated saturation. The image quality of the ordinaryand extraordinary-polarized light was stable and comparable. These results indicate that under the premise of ensuring image qualities, the height of PDOE should be as low as possible, and thus the value of δ was optimized as 10.
Simulation
After parameter determination, the algorithm was realized using MATLAB to conduct simulations. The substrate material was chosen as YVO4, and its birefringence of n o and n e were 1.9929 and 2.2154, respectively, with the wavelength of the incident light chosen 632nm.The distance between PDOE and the imaging surface was 0.7 m. The number of sampling pixels in PDOE was 1024 × 1024, and size of each pixel was 8 μm × 8 μm. According to the design flow process, the simulation was conducted and the results were shown in Fig. 4 .
It was observed that the highest relief depth of PDOE was 2.657 μm (see Fig. 4 (a), (b), (f) and (g)). The output of the linear polarized light from PDOE was shown with three polarization directions of θ = 45 to the fast axis in Fig. 4(c) and (h), ordinary polarized light in (d) and (i), and extraordinary polarized light in (e) and (j), respectively. From the simulation results, orthogonally linear polarized lights passed through the phase plate producing different images, and the intensity distribution of each image was featured with high uniformity. In the event that the structure of PDOE wasn't quantified, when incident light was the ordinary polarized light, the diffraction efficiency was quantified as 84.21%, and the root mean square error was quantified as 0.0357. when incident light was the extraordinary polarized light, the calculated diffraction efficiency was quantified as 85.69%, and the root mean square error was quantified as 0.0338. In the event that the structure of PDOE was quantified, when incident light was the ordinary polarized light, the diffraction efficiency was quantified as 67.44%, and the root mean square error was quantified as 0.0481. when incident light was the extraordinary polarized light, the calculated diffraction efficiency was quantified as 61.05%, and the root mean square error was quantified as 0.0521. Even the result of simulation imaging or evaluation functions could be recognized that the two orthogonally linear imaging has ideal diffraction efficiency and low uniformity error. These results also suggested that the polarization of the imaging area has negligible interactions (see Fig. 5 ). As shown in Fig. 5 , the images produced by PDOE had high diffraction efficiency and uniformity. When there was no overlap in the target field, the impact of the vector superposition was negligible, and the polarization distribution of images was consistent with the polarization of the incident light. When there was overlap of target fields, the vectors of the light fields were added together according to the amplitude ratio, and the optional polarization distribution was realized. However, since the phase was not modulated, the polarization of the light field was an elliptical polarization with random phases. The light field distributions of the incident light with different polarization directions through the phase plate were shown in the Fig. 6 .
It was observed that the change of the incident light's polarization angles lead to the light field gradients. According to the Jones matrix, the linear polarized light can be decomposed into two polarized lights with the parallel and the perpendicular polarization to the fast axis respectively, and the two lights were combined by applying the principle of vectorial resultant. The angle of the incident light determined the intensity ratio of the two decomposed polarized lights directly. With the different angles of the incident lights, the intensity distributions of images changed gradually. The different images at the fixed distance for the lights with single and fixed wavelengths were obtained by modulating the polarization of the incident lights, validating the feasibility of this method.
Conclusion
In this paper, a method was proposed to design polarization DOE where the image from the PDOE was not single at the fixed distance for the light with the same wavelength. Two orthogonally linear polarized lights with the same wavelength modulated by DOE formed images differently at the same distance. The images demonstrated high diffractive efficiencies and low uniformity errors. The validity of the PDOE was demonstrated and the range of DOE applications was expanded, which may include security and encryption.
